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ABSTRACT
TO 11 L. G. HAMLI . Block Reading Model and Framework Based on th e Big Block

Model and Student Reading Levels (Under the di rection of DR. J. GARY TEWART.)

The pw-pose of this stud y was to research the effectiveness of the Block Reading
Model based on the Big Block Model in a rural North Middle Ten11essee County. The
researcher sought to answer the Research Questions: 1. Was the second year of the Big
Block Reading Model more effective than the first year? A11d 2. Was the Big Block
Reading Model effective for all students or just for certain subgroups? The Block
Reading Model was implemented in the middle school grades (6-8) and was used for two
years prior to this study. The first year of use, 2011-12, was a bridge to practice year
when teachers received training before school started and continually through the year.
The second school year, 2012-13, the Block Reading Model was fully implemented in
classrooms. Students were given the STAR Reading test three times a year to determine
their Reading Scale Scores and their Reading Growth Scores. Archival data from the
August and May tests from each school year were collected and used by the researcher in
this study. The researcher conducted at-test to determine if there was any statistically
significant difference between first school year of Block Reading Model usage and the
second school year using the Block Reading Model. The t-test indicated that there was no
statistically significant difference between scale scores at the end of the first school year
and the second school year of use with the Block Reading Model used throughout the
di strict. Based on the Analysis of Variance Test (ANOVA), the research data indicated
that there ,vere stati stically significant differences in student growth. Based on I-tests, the
researcher was abl e to detem1ine that there ,,vas no statistically significant difference
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between the first sc hoo l year and second school year for whole grou ps and subgroups
except fo r the stud ents th at were ori ginall y tested in the lower 25 th percentil e. The
researcher concluded that the Block Reading Model was effecti ve for students using
extended testing time and testing in the lower 25th percentile, but was not significantly
effective for students testing in the upper 75th percentile.
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CHAPTER I
INTROD UCTION

The Nation 's Report Card,· Reading 2011 (National Center for Educational
Statistics, 201 1) brought national attention to the growing Reading gap during the middle
school years for students. This changed the focus of numerous districts and many of
these are working diligently to restructure middle school Reading classes to improve
learning and overall student achievement. The introduction of the Common Core State
Standards at the Tennessee State level , has made it increasingly important for schools to
lessen the Reading level gap experienced at the middle school grades and to insure that
all students are able to read at higher Lexile levels than had been required by the previous
standards. The push for Common Core State Standards and the growing concern over the
middle school Reading achievement scores, has generated considerable interest in the Big

Block Reading Model, which is one organizational schedule alternative and curriculum
design being undertaken to bridge the middle school level Reading achievement gap.

Statement of Problem
The focus for this study was a predominantly rural Middle Tennessee school
district, which has recentl y revamped the Reading Language Arts curriculum in the sixth,
seventh, and eighth grades at the middle school level. The curriculum is based on the Big

Block Mode l (Arens, Loman, Cunninghan1 & Hall, 2005), which consists of blockscheduling for Reading Language Arts . The teaching model is divided into four teaching
sets; Reading Comprehension, Writing, working with words, and self-selected Reading.
In addition to the Big Block Model, teachers begin one-on-one conferencing and
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interYentions for Writing and Readi ng. All midd le school stud ents, registered in the
county public school system, parti cipated in the cun-iculurn change, making the students
the independent vari ables . The dependent variabl e fo r this study was the student Reading
levels. as detennined by the Standardized Test fo r the Assessment of Reading (ST AR)
program.

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness of the district Block
Reading Model framework based on the Big Block Mo del following the first two years of
using the model to determine the extent to which it contributed to the increase in student
Reading levels . The first year of implementation included training and bridge-to-practice
professional development. In bridge-to-practice concept, teachers were given
professional development covering the Block Reading Model before school began and
received additional training in how to use the Block Reading Model in their classroom as
the school year pro gressed. During the second school year, the Big Block Model was
full y implemented in all classrooms without any additional professional development.
Cuniculum leaders will be able to use this study to determine if the Big Block Reading
Model fram ework was effective in lessening the Reading gap at the middle school level.

Significance of the Study

The information gathered from this study will help in understanding which
students tend to make the most significant gains with the new Big Block Reading Model.
Based on the data and analyses, changes can be made fo r subsequent school years.
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CutTentl y, there are insufficient and inadequate studies on the Big Block Model.
Therefore, it is anticipated that the information gained from this stud y may help in
providing suffic ient quantitative data related to student Readin g achi evement, thereby,
generating data and information needed to make curriculum changes. Educators
considering using the Big Block Model for Reading instruction, could use the information
from the study to help evaluate the curriculum model as a means of raising student
achievement levels in Reading.

Research Questions

1. Is there a significant difference in student scale scores based on the amount of
time the Big Block Reading framework has been in place?
2. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth after using the Big
Block Model in middle school Reading classes?

3. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on using allowed
extended time for special education students between the two school years?
4. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on using regular
allotted time between the two school years?
5. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on using allowed
extended time and those who use regular allotted time during the same school
year?
6. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on original
testing percentiles for students in the lower 25th percentile between the two
school years?
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7. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on original
testing percentiles for students in the lower 25th percentile and the whole group
during the same school year?
8. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on original
testing percentiles for students in the upper 75th percentile between the two
school years?
9. Is there a significant difference in student Reading growth based on original
testing percentiles for students in the upper 75th percentile and the whole group
during the same school year?
10. Is there a significant difference between student Reading growth based on original
testing percentiles for students in the lower 25th percentile and the upper 75th
percentile during the same school year?

Null Hypotheses

1. There will be no stati sticall y significant di ffere nce in student Reading scale
score based on the number of years using the Big Block Reading fram ework.
2. There will be no statistically sigruficant difference in student Reading level
growth after using the Big Block Model in middle school Reading classes.
3. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on allov,red use of extended time for special education students during
testino
between the 20 11-2012 schoo l year and the 20 12-20 13 school year.
:::,
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4. There will be no statisticall y significant difference in student Reading growth
based on using regular allotted time between the 2011-2012 school year and
the 2012-2013 school year.
5. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on using allowed extended time and those who used regular allotted
time during the same school year.
6. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the lower 25th
percentile between the 2011 -2012 school year and the 2012-2013 school year.
7. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the lower 25th
percentile and the group as a whole during the same school year.
8. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the upper 75th
percentile between the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-2013 school year.
9. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the upper 75th
percentile and the group as a whole during the same school year.
10. There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the lower 25th
percentile and the upper 75th percentile during the same school year.
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Limitations of Study

The population for the study was situated in a predominantly rural community in
Middle Tennessee and the study would only apply to school systems of a similar make up
and demographics . The data collected for this study only cover two years of eighth grade
students ,vith pre-test scores and post-test scores, using STAR reading data, which are not
used in all school systems, versus the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program
(TCAP) scores or student Tennessee Value Added Assessment System (TV AAS) in
English Language Arts. Demographic information was not assigned to all students when
the student information was placed in the testing program. Thus, data by student
demographics, such as ethnicity, gender and socio-economic status, were unavailable.
STAR testing cannot account for such things as illness, or attendance.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made concerning this study and have been
identified as being relevant in this study:
1. It is assumed that each teacher used the same methods of implementing the Big
Block Model in their classrooms.
2. It is assumed that the student Reading levels as determined by the test data are
accurate and that students performed at their maximum on each test given.

Substantive Definition of Terms

Big Block Reading Model is a multi-level, multi-method teaching method used in

Language Arts classes. Multi-level instruction focuses on the multiple learning
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levels and needs of all students in the cl ass in a sin gle lesson (Arens, et al, 2005).
Each block was divided into fo ur periods of instruction on a daily basis. The fo ur
periods were guided Reading (comprehension), working with words (vocabulary),
writing, and self-selected Reading. The Big Block Reading Model was
differentiated with varied texts, conferencing, mini-lessons, and small group
instruction. This model was an extension of the Four Block Model developed by
Cunningham, Hall, and Defee (1989).

Operational Definition of Terms
1. Bridge-to-Practice is a form of professional development in which teachers are

given training on a new method before starting the practice at the beginning of the
school year. Teachers continued training as the year progressed to help master the
new method as teachers use it in their classrooms.

2. Common Core State Standards (CCSS) are a set of standards developed for
kindergarten to grade 12 which list what a student should know and accomplish
before the end of each school year. The standards focus on math and reading with
a goal for college and career readiness for all students. The standards are
cunently adopted in over 43 states in the United States. (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers,
2010).
3. Lexile is a number used by teachers that represent a student ' s reading level or

difficulty of a text (MetaMetrics, Inc. 2009).
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4. ST AR Reading is a computer generated norm reference testin g program des igned

by Renaissance Learning to test student reading levels in grades K-12
(Renai ssance Learning, n.d.).
5. Scale Score is the raw scaled number used to correlate and determine student

reading levels. For STAR Reading, the scale score used is 0 to 1400 with 0
equaling no reading ability and 1400 equaling the highest reading level
(Renaissance Learning, n.d.).
6. Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP) is the state-wide

assessment for grades 3-8 in Tennessee in the subjects of Reading, Mathematics,
Science and Social Studies as well as writing in grades 5, 8, and 11 . Data from
these tests is used by the State of Tennessee to determine a school ' s effectiveness
in teaching all students (Tennessee Department of Education, n.d.).
7. Tennessee Value Added Assessment System (TV AAS) is a system developed in

Tennessee to track and project student's individual growth in TCAP tested
subjects (Tennessee Department of Education, n.d.) .

Conclusion

With the transition to higher Lexile levels in Cornn1on Core State Standards and
the increased focus on the widening middle school Reading gap, the focus in the school
system targeted by this field study moved to a new Block Reading Model, which is based
on the Big Block Model for Reading instruction. This study focuses on the effectiveness
of the new Block Reading Model during the first two school years of implementation;
2011-12 and 2012-13 school years. The researcher examined the data collected during
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pre-te ts and post-tests to determine if there were any statisticall y significant differences
in scale scores and Reading growth in vari ous tested student groups. This infonnation
can be used by educators and policy-makers to determine effectiveness or changes
needed in the Big Block Reading Model in the target school system, and, perhaps, in
schools or school systems of similar demographics throughout the State of Tennessee.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
According to Edmondson and Shannon (2002), "Part of No Child Left Behind
educational program, the Reading First Initiative was intended to make sure that all
school children in the United States learned to read by the third grade" (p. 452).
Biancarosa and Snow (2006) stated that "the recent interest in Reading, directed attention
almost entirely on early literacy" (p. 1), which focused on word recognition.
Unfortunately, Reading problems at the middle and upper grades have been almost
entirely overlooked. Snow and Moje (2010) noted that the successful third-grade reader
can struggle with content vocabulary, content area Reading and comprehension in later
grades and even high school, and Reading instruction needs to continue beyond the third
grade . These students with Reading problems are not achieving as well as international
counterparts on Reading tests by tenth grade . According to Edmonson and Shannon
(2002), students not making improvements on the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) in the eighth grade reopened the age-old discussion about adolescent
Reading instruction. Edmonson and Shannon (2002) utilized statistics from the National
Assessment of Educational Progress from 1997 and stated that "20 percent of elementary
school children in the U.S. cannot read at a basic level and that nearly 60% read below
the proficiency level " (p. 452) and similar studies were used by U.S. Senator Thad
Cochran to establish the National Reading Panel. The problems regarding Reading
instruction and low Reading achievement of students, have politicized Reading and
Reading programs at failin g schools (Edmondson & Shannon, 2002).
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Over time, according to Biancarosa and Snow (2006), on ly 70% of hi gh school
graduates, complete hi gh school on time and those with Reading gaps drop-out 20 times
more freq uently than their peers. Biancarosa and Snow (2006) pointed out that the
opportunities of the 1950s for high school drop-outs were no longer available.
Biancarosa and Snow (2006) stated that the "opportunities for drop-outs to achieve a
comparable way of life were no longer available and put those students at a social and
economic disadvantage" (p. 1). The authors also reported that 53% of all college students
are taking remedial classes to be successful at the collegiate level. Every student should
receive Reading instruction beyond basic literacy skills. According to Biancarosa and
Snow (2006), middle and high school literacy instruction should focus on "Reading
purposefully, figuring out meanings of unknown words, learning from Reading, and
resolving conflicts between textual information" (p. 1). Snow and Moje (2010) stated
that "turning around failing middle and high schools requires emphasizing literacy in
instruction, interventions, and professional development" (p. 66). This should not be
necessarily designed with the purpose of graduating more students, but for producing
citizens who are able to meet the greater literacy challenges in their futures (Biancarosa
& Snow (2006).

According to the National Center for Educational Statistics (2011), the Reading
test used by NCES , focused on sections of questioning for literacy texts and
informational texts. The questioning included skills such as being able to : locate, recall ,
integrate, interpret, critique, and evaluate. According to the National Center for
Educational Statistics (20 I I), the National Report Card provided data that focused on the
"achievement-leve l expectati ons of student performance in relation to a range of text
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types and text difficulty, and in response to a variety of assessment questions intended to
elicit different cognitive process and reading behaviors" (p. 56). In the 2011 Reading
Report Card published by the National Center for Educational Statistics, data for
Tennessee indicated that the gap in Reading abilities for eighth graders had not made any
statistically significant changes over the previous report card in 2009. The National
Report Card reflected data that suggested that 73 percent of Tennessee' s eighth grade
students tested below grade level proficiency. Only 27 percent of Tennessee' s eighth
graders were proficient or advanced in Reading. The gap between Caucasian and
African-American students had not reflected any statistically significant change. This was
also true with many other student categories studied. Across the nation, only ten states
generated test data that reflected improved Reading scores; all other states remained
statistically unchanged (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2011). According to
Biancarosa and Snow (2006) , students without these skills find themselves at a distinct
disadvantage. Literacy should be seen as a lifetime skill and not one that provides for
immediate or sh01t-time success in school on Reading achievement tests.
Block-Scheduling
According to Nichols (2005), as early as the 1980s, educators began looking at
ways to address scheduling the school day to maximize learning. By the 1990s, Nichols
noted that schools were beginning to use block scheduling. Nichols (2005) warned there
were limited numbers of empirical studies on block-scheduling and the academic
achievement of students. Nichols also noted that when looking at the research available,
there were other sianificant
and contributing in relation to the use of block-scheduling
::,
that researchers cannot isolate, such as parental support, and that these also affect student
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achievement. Jenkins, Queen, and Algozzine (2002) were also concern ed with the lack of
research on block-scheduling and the transition to a block-schedule from a traditional
schedul e. Their concern was not with limited empirical studies, but lack of studies
focusing on teaching strategies actually being used in a classroom on a block-schedule.
Nichols (2005) conducted extensive research on five high schools that had
converted to block-scheduling between 1994 and 1996, and reviewed data from the
student grade point averages (GPAs) to determine academic achievement. Nichols
collected data from 1992 up through the 1999 school year. Nichols (2005) concluded that
there was variability between the five high schools with one school having significantly
lower grade point averages (GPA ' s) for students after the transition to a block-schedule.
Nichols discovered that two of the high schools had lower grade point averages (GPA's)
before the transition to a block-schedule, and that trend continued well after the
transition. The data from one high school highlighted that student grade point averages
(GPA's) increased during the first school year after the transition to a block-schedule.
However, the data from the same high school illustrated how those gains were negated as
a result of the grade point averages (GPA 's) during the second school year. According to
Nichols (2005), "there were some small overall average increases in student achievement
for language arts courses" (p. 307). Overall, higher income students received the greatest
benefits of a block-schedule, ,vhen compared to the students with lower socio-economic
status. Additionally, the majority of the students showed significantly greater
achievement based on their grade point averages (GPA's) once the schools transitioned to
a block-schedule.
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Jenki ns. Queen. and Algozzin e (2002) co nducted a stud y, To block or not to
block: That ·s not the question, which was designed to compare the opinions concerning

the preparation for varied teaching strategies when transitioning from a traditional
schedule to block-scheduling arrangement. Their study relied on surveying teachers , of
w-bich English teachers made up 8.1 percent of the teachers who were the principal
respondents to the research questions. After surveying teachers about the teaching
strategies used in their classrooms, Jenkins, Queen, and Algozzine concluded that "the
evidence from the study suggested that block-schedule teachers ' opinions about the use
and appropriateness of a wide variety of instructional strategies are basically no different
than those of high school teachers teaching in traditional schedules" (p. 201 ). The use of
lecture or direct instruction, small group or structured pairs, and cooperative learning did
not yield statistically significant differences between teachers on a block-schedule and
those teachers teaching primarily on a traditional schedule. Jenkins, Queen, and
Algozzine also concluded that it was important for teachers to be aware of research on
learning styles and how to adapt lessons in a variety of ways to meet the needs of
students.
Myers (2008) disagreed with the previously mentioned studies concerning blockschedules and traditional schedules. Myers stated that "a well-designed block-schedule
can be beneficial to students in a literacy block" (p. 23). In Myers' school, a moderately
low-income, demographicall y diverse school, the schedule was changed to allow for an
"uninterrupted bl ock of time for core literacy instruction, as well as common blocks of
time for intervention and enrichment" (p. 23 ). The first step in implementing the blockschedule was to get teacher commitment to the 90 minute instructi onal bl ock for all
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student s.

tudents we re not removed fro m the classroo m durin 0o thi s block and

remediation took place during the class peri od. The program, used at the sc hool, which
Myers stud ied. included guided Reading, shared and independent Reading, as well as
Yocabul ary and word studies. This program also included writing instruction and teacher
data assessment. According to Myers (2008), the school designed the master schedule to
"systematicall y provide differentiated instruction" (p. 23). This was a component Jenkins
et al. (2002) mentioned was lacking from their study. Myers (2008) noted that her school
produced data on the mandated Illinois State tests, which reflected test scores that yielded
"double-digit increases in student performance in each of the past two school years"
(p. 23) .

Evans, Tokarczyk, Rice, and McCray (2002) conducted a study to examine the
concerns about the lack of empirical studies on student achievement from students who
were part of a block-schedule. The researchers compiled data from three schools in New
Jersey, which included interviews with teachers, parents, and students, in addition to
several sophisticated student achievement measures. From interviews conducted with
teachers and students, Evans et al. (2002) concluded that the transition to a blockschedule was largely positive. The only negative aspect mentioned by teachers and
students was the work assigned for a substitute teacher. Evans et al. (2002) also noted
that parent interviews were largely negative. Evans et al. (2002) also noted that they
"were unsure whether it was working to its full potential" (p. 321 ). The authors examined
student outcomes on grades, honor rolls, advanced placement courses, and state
achievement tests. Across all three schools, there was an increase in the number of
students on honor roll s and a decrease in the number of students receiving a D or an F in
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a course. Mo re stud ent . appro ximately 25 th percent. uccessfull y compl eted Advanced
Placement course-,,\lork and none of the tudents received th e lowest score of one ( 1) on
the Advanced Placement End-of-Course Exams. Evans et al. (2002) expl ained that the
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) also increased. The same held true for the
state High School Proficiency Test (HSPT). The authors believed their findings
supported block-scheduling and that block-scheduling helps improve student
achievement.
Gill (20 11) specifically researched the use of block-scheduling at the middle
school level. She compared Mathematics and Reading scores on the Virginia State
Standards of Leaming (S OL) tests between schools on a block-schedule and those on a
traditional schedule . Gill found no statistically significant differences between
Mathematics and Reading scores based on the data from her study. The tests that Gill
administered in regards to race and ethnicity, produced entirely different results. Gill
concluded that African-American and Hispanic students had better test scores when they
were part of schools with a block-schedule organizational arrangement. However, they
still lagged behind the Caucasian students in regards to achievement test scores in
Mathematics and Reading.
Lawrence and McPherson (2000) also compared the effects of traditional and
block- scheduling arrangements on student academic achievement. The researchers used
student test data from state end-of-course exams administered in Biology, Algebra 1,
English 1, and U . S. History. The researchers stated that "The Mean scores for students
who participated in schools with a traditional schedule were consistently hi gher than the
1ean scores fo r the students who were participated in schools that used the block-
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schedule arrangement'' (p. 5). Thi s came as a real surpri se to the researchers. Lawrence
and McPherson (2000) ci ted several studies that had produced data that indicated that
there was a time period of transition for teachers where all the tested materials were not
covered . Therefore, Lawrence and McPherson (2000) speculated that this might account
for the drop in the Mean scores for the end-of-course exams in Bioloay
I,
b
, Alaebra
b
English I, and U.S . History. Lawrence and McPherson (2002) suggest that additional
research is needed on transitioning from a traditional organizational schedule to a blockscheduling arrangement and that additional research on the effects of scheduling
anangements on student academic achievement would be extremely beneficial.
To better understand the literature surrounding block-schedules, Zepeda and
Mayers (2006) analyzed 58 empirical studies. After their reviews, Zepeda and Mayers
arranged the studies into eight categories. The categories included teachers ' instructional
practices and perceptions of block-scheduling, change and block-scheduling, effects of
block-schedules on student learning, and students' perceptions about the use of blockscheduling. Zepeda and Mayers (2006) noted that in the 58 articles and research studies
on block-scheduling, there was no mention of the reasons why a school would choose to
implement a block-scheduling arrangement or the process used to make the decision
regarding the implementation of a block-schedule. As a reform strategy, Zepeda and
Mayers (2006) noted that modifying a schedule requires in-depth questioning
surrounding the reasons for making the change to block-scheduling and careful
consideration must be given to the effects of block-scheduling on the students and adults
in the buildinae, as well as the instructi onal program. The researchers suggested that
researchin e,a teachin e,a methods used during a block-schedule was not as important as
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knowing why schools adopted the block-schedul e fo rmat over the more conventional
traditi onal schedul e or the specifi c achievement goals that were established which
dictated that a block-schedule was more benefi cial or preferabl e to the traditional
schedul e. Zepeda and Mayers (2006) referenced mi nimal articles di scussing the
transiti on peri od or any suggesti ons for other choo ls who might be contempl ating a
move toward the implementati on of block- chedu ling. The researcher compiled the
fi ndin gs of each group of tudi e and determin d that the r ult were . at best. mixed. In
the category of teacher practice and p rception of bl ck- heduling. it wa dete rmined
that teacher often perce i,· block-
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comprehension skills in the different subject areas. According to Biancarosa and Snow
(2006), "Language Arts teachers need to expand their instruction to include [teaching]

approaches and texts that will facilitate not only comprehension, but also [student]
learning from texts" (p. 15). This suggestion was also notated in the Nation ' s Report Card
on Reading (2011). They also noted that utilizing a variety of texts, aligns with the
ational Assessment of Educational Progress

AEP) Reading tests.

Snow and Maje (2010) concur, that the use of adolescent literacy instruction,
"continues development of general language and literacy skills" (p. 66). The authors
continue by stating that "adolescent literacy instruction should also incorporate literacy
into content-area instruction·' (p. 66). Literacy in tructi on mu t be utilized to provide
students with the tools for comprehen ion in the rud _ of and learning of ubject area
concepts. Snow and Maje (2010) ugg t d that acti viti
model comprehen ion and give tud nt adequat
text . The e opportunitie

hould xp

accompanying critiqu ing argum nt . Th

mu t b incorporated which

pp rtunit i

to

analyze and di cu

tud nt t th a ad mic language and
kill tau=,ht t

tud nt in Engli h la

mu t

b tran ferred to th other ontent ar a through dir t and xpli it in tructi n . Lyon
and Thomp on (20 11 ) ugge t that guid d R ad in g i a ne e ary omponent fa
balanced literacy pro gram. Gui ded R adi ng in,· lw the t1::a h r a th Read ing coach or
guide to student du rin g Read ing in tru ti n. The aulh r
in small leYeled gro up h lped tudent a quire the

11 1.:

on luded that gu ided Reading

1:: ary kill and the reby ga in in

their Reading leYels. According to Edmond_ n and hannon (2 002). teac her haYe been
instructed by the 1\ational Reading Panel to mo,· a,,·ay from ilent Read ing to a more
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direct and explicit instructional model during their Reading classes because of a lack of
empirical studies supporting the practice of silent Reading.
Several authors suggested that silent Reading is needed in the classroom to
promote leisure and personal interest Readino (Brozo & Hargis 2008· Erickson 2008·
b

'

'

'

'

Melton, Smothers, Anderson, Fulton, Replougle, and Thomas, 2004). Lyons and
Thompson (2011) concur that silent Reading should be used with 0ouided Readino0 in a
literacy program at the middle grades. Lyons and Thompson (2011) also discovered that
students were distracted from comprehension of Reading materials during oral Reading
exercises after the seventh grade. Brozo and Hargis (2003) worked with Foothills High
School to develop a literacy program for all students. The Sustained Silent Reading
(SSR) component was implemented for 20 minutes in all homerooms, one day a week
during the first year and three times a week durin g the econd year. As part of the
Foothills High School ' s Get Read y to Read (GRR) program, teachers were supplied with
general-interest magazines and youn g adult novels.

tudents \.\'ere encouraged to use

various book-drops for paperback book donation . Teachers began modeling the
independent Readin g aspect by also readin g fo r personal enjoyment during the 20 minute
Reading time . Brozo and Hargis (2003 ) suggested that the research data indicated that
there was a substantial growth of literacy )eye) in Read ing ,,·hen students were provided
with schedul ed Readin g time to be used fo r il ent Readin g.
Krashen (2006) stated that. ·· il ent. voluntary. Reading may be the onl y way to
help children become better readers·· (p. 4 1). In hi s ai1icle. Free Reading, Krashen (2006)
insisted that students who read fo r pleasure. perfo rm as ,ve il or better than their peers,
who were not subj ected to plaim ed time using the Sustained Silent Readin g (SSR)
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program . Krash

11

(2006) stated that "p leasure Reading helps students develop richer

\'ocabularies and understand complex oral and written language" (p. 41 ). According to
Krashen (2006) . Sustained Si lent Reading (SSR) was often overlooked because the skills
taught in the program, could not be easil y measured or quantified on any of the
standardi zed tests used by the schools in the studies. Additionally, Krashen (2006)
suggested that using Sustained Silent Reading (SSR), can help impoverished students by
giving them greater access to books.
Reutzel, Fawson, and Smith (2008) focused their research study on a form of
silent Reading which involved teacher monitoring called Scaffolded Silent Reading
(ScSR). Using the Scaffolded Silent Reading (ScSR) program, data was recorded
through a comprehension retelling which added to a fluency Reading exercise. This
method required researchers to record how many words per minute a student read and
how many recalled idea units were provided. The researchers indicated that silent
Reading was as effective as guided Reading for developing student fluency, but student
idea recall (comprehension) also increased.
Samuels and Wu (n.d.) conducted their research study in response to the National
Readino
Panels decision that dete1mined that silent sustained Reading does not affect
0
student Reading achievement. The researchers utilized a quasi-experimental design that
was specifically selected to estimate how the an1ount of time spent reading affected
student Reading ability. Students were tested using the Standardized Test ofAssessment

of Reading (STAR Reading) . Teacher monitoring occurred through the use of the
Renaissance Learnino's
Accelerated Reader Program (ARR). Samuels and Wu (n.d.)
0
discovered that sil ent Reading for 15 minutes at a time, helped the students who were at
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the below level readi ng category with Readin g and vocabul ary tests, while longer periods
of time helped the students who were at the above level reading category.
McCall um, Sharp, Bell, and George (2004) stated that, "because of inconsistent
research findings , teachers and test developers cannot unequivocally recommend either
an oral or silent reading format" (p. 242). The researchers sought to statistically
determine which Reading technique leads to improved Reading comprehension and
which technique was determined to be more efficient. The results from the analysis of
the available data suggested that there was no definitive statistically significant difference
in student comprehension between silent or oral Reading. However, the data analysis did
suggest that in certain testing situations, silent Reading was faster. All of the researchers
of the aforementioned silent Reading studies recommended more research is needed to
more clearly ascertain the effects of silent Reading on student achievement, more
specifically, the effects on student Reading comprehension.
Vocabulary

Beyond having time to read or providing explicit instruction centered on Reading
comprehension strategies, vocabulary and building vocabulary, is an area in serious need
of attention for improvement, according to Nelson (2008). Nelson (2008) developed a
vocabulary strategy that required students to comprehend, apply, analyze and evaluate
vocabulary. Nelson realized students were not remembering words that they had learned
through the use of the dictionary and also through the use of the flashcard method of
vocabulary instruction. Nelson discovered the existence of significant disconnect
between knowin bo the definition of a word and the actual usage of the word in multiple
contexts. N elson 's teaching method required students to gather unknown words from
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their read materials. At tim e , N I on found it neces ary to mode l and emphasize certain
words that tudents beli eved that they understood but the researcher determi ned that they
had acq uired merel y a superficial understanding of the word. Afterwards, students were
required. as well as encouraged, to use the words daily in discussion and through their
~Titten assignments.

elson made a conscientious effort to also use the words as a way

of reinforcing student understanding of the word.
Nelson (2008) was not alone in her discoveries and her experiences exemplifies
and is quite typical of the findings of Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki's (1984) study,

Learning Vocabulary through Reading. Jenkins et al. (1984) researched and analyzed the
comprehension of new vocabulary through context clues and Reading of fifth graders.
They conducted their research over 18 low frequency words during a 10 week period.
Through their research, Jenkins et al. (1984) exposed students to the words in various
reading venues at 2, 4, 6, and 10 week intervals to determine if exposure to the words in
Reading significantly impacted student comprehension. The researchers concluded that
students acquired some meanings from context, but only as high as 27% of the students
acquired any substantial meaning. The better readers were able to comprehend text at a
significantly elevated rate. However, Jenkins et al. (1984) determined that students with
hi 0oher readino
levels could derive more from context clues than the students with
0
significantly lower reading levels. Jenkins et al. (1984) concluded that multiple
exposures to new vocabulary in a variety of contexts or venues were appreciably better
for the development of vocabulary growth. Incidental lea.ming of vocabulary required a
sizeable use of word repetition. Additionally, it was detennined that the addition of
explicit vocabulary instruction would be extremely beneficial students.
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Gree nwood (2002) stated th at:
Teachers cannot leave development of vocabulary to chance. Students need
explicit vocabulary instruction but it should not be set in a drill and repeat format,
di sconnected from context use . Definitions do not necessarily contain enough
information to allow for complete understanding and ease of use. (p. 258)
Greenwood advocated that teachers should use Reading time specifically set aside for the
study of vocabulary. During this time, it would be essential for teachers to model or

'

think aloud, vocabulary strategies. Then the teacher would expect the students to respond
with which of words were used. Greenwood (2002) also suggested that teaching word
studies, such as word maps, commonalities, and context relationships should be utilized.
Greenwood concluded that balancing explicit and focused instruction with Reading
would greatly benefit students in the development of their vocabulary.
The Big Block Model developed by Arens, Loman, Cunningham and Hall (2005)
combined explicit vocabulary instruction in the Reading classroom. Arens et al. (2005)
specifically and deliberately set aside 20 minutes daily for specific vocabulary
instruction. During this instructional time, the researchers advocated working on the
nifty fifty which they identified as those words that had been determined as words that
were misspelled with a high frequency occurrence. Additionally, Arens et al. (2005)
suggested that teachers should begin working on prefix and suffix common word sets.
Students would then be encouraged to find words in texts and use the words in their
writings . The authors believed that teachers needed to provide structured and deliberate
opportunities for explicit and intentional vocabulary instruction.
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Interventio n

Midd le school can offer strugol·
d
d
·
c mg rea ers a secon chance at success m school.
Palumbo and Sanacore (2009) pointed out that middle school students become naturall y
cm ious, and teachers can use the Reading block to help students gain content knowledge
and bridge the literacy gap. The answer for literacy gap problems in the middle school
and high school is through a multi-part approach with silent Readino
intervention ' and
e,,
content area comprehension strategies (Edmondson & Shannon, 2002; Erikson, 2008 ;
Fisher, 2001 ). It is essential the teachers focus on developinoe, content Readino
e, skills to
help students with the contextual learning process.
Palumbo and Sanacore (2009) looked at the strategies of guided Reading,
vocabulary development, repetitive Reading, and authentic text use in their Reading
intervention program. Palumbo and Sanacore (2009) suggested that guided Reading
should be utilized because scaffolding texts are designed to help struggling readers build
background knowledge and offers students some comfort with the content material. The
scaffolding text could be in the fom1 of articles, picture books, or online resources. Using
scaffolding as a catalyst, teachers would then be able to guide students through the
readino
of textbooks based on the utilization of various comprehension strategies.
e,
Palumbo and Sanacore (2009) suggested that teachers use explicit instruction of
academic vocabulary as well as explicit instruction on the use of prefixes, roots, and
suffixes in the content area classes. They also suggested that this strategy would be
benefici al in helping struggling readers become familiar with content specific vocabulary
and would also aid students as a tool for improving their subj ect comprehension. An
extension of vocabulary instruction, it should include commonly confused or mi sused
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word . in · trength ening \VO rd recognition and analys is skill . Helping read ers become
fluen t wa. the fin al part of what Palumbo and anacore (2009) termed as intervention
trat egie • By providing students with various opportuniti es fo r repeated Readin g, oral
Reading. and performance-Reading, strugglin g readers would most likel y become more
fluent in Reading and thereby enjoy Reading in the classroom. Self-selective Reading
and having time to read silently were also suggested by Palumbo and Sanacore (2009) as
a means to make significant advances in Reading fluency on the part of the struggling
reader.
Fisher (2001) explained the school-wide literacy effort, which included blockscheduling, scheduled independent Reading, and cross-curricular comprehension
strategies. Fisher's article indicated that a school-wide approach to Reading interventions
was the best method for helping all readers, not just struggling readers. Teachers must be
trained on the expectations for cross-content teaching and the use of Reading strategies.
Fisher (2001) also maintained that there has to be accountability for the intervention to
work. The school schedule was changed to a block-schedule to allow more time in all
classes for Readina0 in the content areas. The scheduled independent Reading time was
cross-campus with one period being extended by 20 minutes for student Reading
instruction and conferencing.
In the Alliance of Excellent Education's (AEE) report to the Carnegie
Corporation of New York, Reading Next: A Vision/or Action and Research in Middle

and High School Literacy, Biancarosa and Snow (2006) outlined 15 items needed in a
successful Reading program. Biancarosa and Snow (2006) also stated that " 15 items were
·
· a n11'ddl e and hi oah school literacy achievement ri ght now" (p. 4).
need e d ~I or 1mprov111
0
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The~ included direct, explicit comprehension instructi on. tex t-based collaborative

I aming. strategic tutorin g, diverse text, and extended tim e fo r literacy.

one of the

strategies were to be used in teaching Reading exclusivel y and should be integral to the
instructi on in all subject areas to ensure student literacy success. In Language Arts
classes. teachers should expand the use of text to include variety of subjects and genres.
According to Biancarosa and Snow (2006), "students should be provided with explicit
instruction on the use of comprehension strategies in content area classes as well as be
taught how to learn curriculum information" (p.18). Biancarosa and Snow (2006)
suggested that students receive routine formal assessment to review a student's strengths
and weakness. Biancarosa and Snow also suggested that strategic tutoring should be
designed on an individual basis along with the corresponding changes to classroom
instruction in Reading.
A lvermann (2002) noted that intervention for struggling readers needs to include
a variety of authentic texts, from weather maps to textbooks, and should be used in
different and creative ways . Teachers need to consider using formal and informal
Reading to help readers at individual levels, and intervention should be a multi-level
approach over the course-of-time. Comprehension strategies utilized in the reading
classroom must also be used in the content classroom to ensure subject-area learning.
Struggling readers need the extra support to understand texts or comprehend cultural
differences. Middle school Reading programs should address the modern need to Read
criticall y wi thin cultural and social contexts. According to Alvermann (2002), a
comprehensive and effective Reading program should also foc us on the social aspects of
Reading, including participatory Reading, discussion, writing and the promotion of
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Read in !l as a soc ial ac ti\'ity for peers. Scaffolded Reading instruction helps stru ggling
readers participate in the social Read in g acti vities and enables them to move beyond
pa si\'e R ading to a more active and engaged Readin g venue. Any Readin g pro gram
must be derived fro m the examinati on of all readers as individual s and then acti vely
seeking means to develop a program that more thoroughl y meets the needs of each and
every student on a more personal level.
Sadoski and Wilson (2006) also used an individualized approach to intervention
fo r readers. In their study, Effects of a Large Scale Reading Invention, Sadoski and
Wil son had students who could decode words that they read but could not successfully
comprehend what they were actually reading. Sadoski and Wilson (2006) stated that in
their research studies, that they "differentiated student groupings according to individual
need" (p. 140). By focusing on homogeneous groupings, staff members were able to
remediate student readers on specific comprehension skills.
Erikson (2008) utilized a single method approach to intervention for struggling
readers . In her study, Erickson created her own intervention program to assist sixth grade
students at her urban school. Erikson (2008) developed specific interventions that were
designed to teach students reading strategies for engaging the text. Students used
authentic texts for the Erikson' s intervention program and were taught on an
individualized level focusing on the comprehension skills in which they were
dem onstrating deficiencies, such as questioning, choosing appropriate reading material,
predicti on, as well as di scussion. Through a concentrated Reading program that
c
d on the needs of the individual reader, students made some appreciable
pn· man· 1y 1ocuse

gains on Reading Assessments.
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B . t Prac ti ce.
Many of the hest practice i,cor I1'teracy com b'me e Iement from the various
interYention mod I · Be t practi ces are des igned fo r helping all student with literacy.
Broc k and Boyd (2 0 11 ) ex am ined numerous practices and beli efs of teachers and how the
two tend to interact in the classroom . From their study, Brock and Boyd (20 11 )
di scovered that students deri ved significantl y greater meaning from Readin g, literacy, as
well as ascertai ning intended relevancy from the text, when the teacher was actively
invo lved, to include modeling, in the Reading and writing process. Brock and Boyd
(2 0 11 ) highl ighted an example that one teacher, Mrs. Baird, had used which utilized a
variety of texts in the form of children' s books and informational text. Mrs. Baird also
had her students write a variety of text styles to help with the development of their
comprehension skills . Brock and Boyd maintained that teachers should meet the students
as indi viduals which was al so suggested by Erikson (2009). Brock and Boyd (2011 ) also
suggested that teachers should use a variety of methods to best reach their students and
help them in the development of their skills and remediate their deficiencies .
Carbo (2007) suggested that the modeling of Reading and writing of texts by
teachers should be considered to be a best practice. Carbo is very supportive of teachers
who actively engage in modeling through repetition of the text as an excellent means to
helping stru ggling readers. Struggling readers should first hear the text then they will be
better equipped to read the text. Thi s type of modeling helps students who are struggling
with readin g, by-pass any decoding issues. Modeling can also include think aloud
· s1rateg1es.
·
Carbo' s best practices centered on the idea or belief that
com pre11ens1on

· d'1v1·d ua I stu d ent nee d s an d 1·nterests could and should be used in Readin g texts or in the
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cla, · room enYironmen t. arbo (2007) who wa clo ely aligned to the thinking of other
interYention st rategist · expre sed the need fo r indivi dual reading time scheduled into the
tudent"s day.
Marchand-Martell a, Martella, Madderm an, Peterson, and Pan (2013 ) conducted
research foc u ed specifi cally on a number of key areas in a literacy program . They were
concern ed w ith the overall stati stics concerning the number of hi gh school students who
were graduating and reading at or below grade level. They did not want to focus on
strugglin g readers but rather on the best practices to support all readers at the middle and
secondary level. For Marchand-Martella et al. , there were five areas of instruction that
were needed to be addressed; fluency , vocabulary, comprehension, word study, and
moti vation. The over-reaching umbrella for all five areas was explicit instruction with a
variety of text. Teachers should use content area text as well as adolescent literature.
Vocabulary and word-study belong together with teaching parts of words (e.g. prefixes
and roots) . Additionally, academic and content specific vocabulary are essential in
understanding content area text in adolescent literature. Marchand-Martella et al. (2013)
believed that both, academic and content specific vocabulary, help struggling readers
with comprehension and fluency. Students reading a variety of texts and setting reading
goals help them become motivated to read and participate actively in reading.
Strictland (1995) believed that teachers and students were searching for a balance _
in literacy programs. While the use of trade books and journal writing are being used
extensively, ex plicit instruction should also be provided. Neither one should be used in

· 1at1on
· smce
·
" sk"ll
1so
1 s are w orthless as isolated knowledge" (p. 5). Mini lessons are
·ate and model skills. A variety of text should also be used,
usua II y emp Ioye d to d emonstr
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luding tc;-.thoo \.. s and trade book, . in additi on to s t ud ent e lf-se Iected Readin
· g.

~ trick land ( 1q95) cauti oned again t the belief that there was not O ne ba1ance d , an swer a II

li tera y program to serve a a panacea in teaching Read ing. since students are
considerably differ nt between schools and di strict . Instructional need s of students
should come firs t in any literacy pro gram .
As e sment

Several ed ucational research organizations have cautioned educators regarding the
excessive use of hi gh stakes tests in education (Brozo & Hargis, 2003). Critics challenge
the plethora of standardized tests used each year by the various states, school districts and
individual schools. However, Brozo and Hargis (2003) maintain that teachers need data
they can use to appropriately design lessons and interventions for students. Brozo and
Hargis (2003) suggested the use oflow-stakes reading assessments to determine student
reading levels . The researchers used Standardized Test for Achievement of Reading
(ST AR) to determine student reading levels. STAR is a computer-based, norm
referenced Reading test for ascertaining student reading levels. Standardized Test for
Achievement of Reading (ST AR) developed by the Renaissance Leaming Program .
Accordin g to Renaissance Leaming (2014) the STAR Reading Program was "used for
screening, benchmarking and progress monitoring of students in grades 1-12" (p. 15).
However, based on thi s data, Brozo and Hargis (2003) used more specific Reading skill
tests . The researchers were abl e to assist teachers in the development of programs for
students includin o alternative textbooks in content-areas. Brozo and Hargis (2 00 3)
0

continue by stating that "Low-stakes reading achievement testing helped the Foothills
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teacher. hecnmc much more sen iti ve to th e in1 po,t ance o f 1111
r: d.
111g ways to acco mm o d ate
the di Yer e reading needs of each of their students·' (p. 64).
Pfieffer (20 11 ) util ized the Accelerated Reader (AR) program to pro mote Read ing
an d Readin g growth on the part of students. Accelerated Reader (AR) is also an
important part of the Renaissance Leaming Program as well as the STAR Enterpri ses.
tudents read independently or are taught using a guided instruction model and then take
an appropriate comprehension (AR) test at the end. Pfieffer (2011) and her school made
extensive use of the Accelerated Reader (AR) Program to help students set reading goals
based on reading level , points earned, and percent correct. The combination of goalsetting and reading assessment encouraged students to read more frequently. The

•

Accelerated Reader (AR) assessments provided teachers with the feedback concerning
what students were reading, thereby allowing for productive student-teacher reading
conferences. As part of the Accelerated Reader (AR) program, books in the library are
labeled with a reading level to assist readers in making the appropriate choses when
selecting their reading materials based upon the correct or appropriate reading level.
Churchwell (2009) in the doctoral dissertation, The Impact of Reading

Achievement 011 Overall Academic Achievement, indicated the relationship between
reading scores on STAR Reading Tests and the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment
Program (TCAP). Churchwell ' s research demonstrated that students who read
Accelerated Reader (AR) books and who scored at appreciably higher levels on their
ST AR assessments, were more successful on Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment
Program (TCAP) for Reading/Language Arts and Social Studies. These students al so

. •n

· ·

made moderately s1g111 1cant gams m Mathematics and Science.
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Co nclu , ion

l ' nfo rtun ately. readi ng
problems at the middl e and upper gra d es l1ave been
~
seri ously- o, ·er-l ooked by politi cal initi ati ves des igned to stre ng th en st udent read mg,
'
sue h
as Read First (Bi ancarosa & Snow, 2006). Snow and Maj e (2010) noted that the
uccessful third -grade reader can struggle with content vocabulary, content area reading
and comprehension in later grades, and even high school and reading instruction needs to
continue beyond the third grade. In the 2011 Reading Report Card published by the
National Center for Educational Statistics (20 11), Reading data for Tennessee students
indicated that a majority of Tennessee ' s eighth grade students tested significantly below
their respecti ve grade level proficiency. Also Tennessee ' s eighth grade students were not
making statistically significant improvements over the 2009 Reading assessment scores.
Even with reports such as the National Report Card, it still remains generally
unclear as to the best course of action that should be taken to help struggling readers in
middle schools and high schools. Some studies, similar to Myers (2008) and Evans,
Tokarczyk, Rice, and McCray (2002), suggested that changing school scheduling time to
a block-schedule, which the researchers agree, was better than a traditional-schedule in
providing the necessary assistance to struggling readers . Other studies, similar to Jenkins,
Queen, and A lgozzine (2002) and Nichols (2009), indicated that it was not the change in
class-time that was responsible for helping students, but, rather, the teaching methods and
practices used during the class time. The researchers agreed that there was considerable
need fo r more research pertaining to the benefits of block-scheduling in contrast to the
traditi onal-scheduling arrangement.
Accordin g to Biancarosa and Snow (2006), middle school and high school
· · ·
·
eadin Oo purposefull y determinin 0° the
students needed addit ional explicit 111struct1on on r
'
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m aning of m1known or unfamiliar words, learning from reading, and resolving
conflicting infonnation. Edmondson & Shannon (2002); Erikson (2008); and Fisher
(200 1) were unanimously in agreement that intervention for struggling readers should be
a multi -part approach. Research by Marchand-Martella et al. (2013 ) focused on how the
multi-faceted approach was needed to assist and benefit all readers at the middle school
and high school levels with both reading comprehension and reading vocabulary. The

Big Block Model, according to Arens et al. , 2005 , was designed as a block-schedule
reading model, which incorporated a variety of teaching methods and practices for the
middle school classroom.
Students who struggle with comprehension in the third grade continue to struggle
as older readers, according to (Snow & Moje, 2010). Literacy education should continue
throughout the middle school and high school years. The middle school reading gap
demonstrated in the National Center for Educational Statistics (2011) Nation 's Report

Card on Reading and the high student dropout rate for struggling readers has reopened
the discussion on literacy and literacy education.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Purpose
The purpose of this study was the examination and determination of the
effectiveness of the New Readino Model based on t d t d'
.
t,
s u en rea mg level scale scores and
reading level growth as a result of the Big Block Model after the fiIrSt two years of the
reading model implementation in the individual school years of 2011-2012 and 20122013. The first year of implementation, 2011-2012, teachers were trained using a bridgeto-practice method, which allowed for continuous training during the school year. The
second school year, 2012-2013 , was a full-year of implementation for the Big Block

Reading Model.
Research Design
A pre-test was administered at the beginning of the 2011-2012 school year
(August, 2011) utilizing the Standardized Test for Achievement of Reading (STAR)
Reading test for all eighth grade students in five schools in a predominately rural school
system in the Northern Middle Tennessee geographic region. A post-test was also
administered to the students in May of 2012. The students who were classified as eighth
graders during the 2012-2013 school year, were given a pre-test during August of 2012
and then they were given a post-test during May of 2013 using the Standardized Test for
Achievement of Reading (STAR) Reading test. The archival scale score data from these
tests were used in a quantitative comparison study. The independent variable for this
study was the participation in the literacy curriculum. The student reading scale score
were the dependent variable.
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Population
The target population for the research studYcame from a school system that is
predominantly a rural county in the Northern M"ddl
. region.
.
i e Tennessee geographic
According to the 2010 Census , the target county had approximate
·
1y 66,283 residents, of
which 25.7% were_ under the age of25 · Demographi ca11 Y, the county consisted
·
of
approximately 87.4% Caucasian , 7· 4% African-American , 5. 90110 H.ispanic,
· and 1.9011 0
other (U. S. Census, 2010). The target school system consisted of nineteen schools under
the authority of the County Board of Education. There were approximately 10,802
students enrolled in K-12 education in the county school system, according to the
Tennessee Education Report Card (2011). The demographics of the schools were very
similar to the percentages of ethnic groups based on the census demographic statistics.
Sample
The sample used for this study consisted of all students enrolled in the eighth
grade in the target school system during the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-2013
school year. During the 2011-2012 school year, the Standardized Test for Achievement
of Reading (STAR) Reading tests were administered and the results from 855 students
were used for the purpose of this field study. Standardized Test for Achievement of
Reading (STAR) Reading tests were administered during the 2012-2013 school year and
the results from 2012-2013 school year were from 821 students. There were three middle
schools with a grades 6-8 organizational arrangement, as well as two high schools with a
7-1 2 oroanizational structure that were included in this study. Only students enrolled in
0

the county during the two school years, 2011 through 201 2 and 201 2 through 2013 , who
took both the pre-test in August and post-test in May in their respective eighth grade year
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were included in thi s study. If a student had taken th t
.
e est more than once durmg the pretesting or post-testing time-frame only the research th t
d
'
a was use came from the first test
taken during that particular time-fran1e for analysis.
Instrument

The archival data came from scale scores calculated from the tests conducted by
administering the Standardized Test for Achievement of Reading (STAR) Reading Tests
during the eighth grade year for all students included in the study population. The STAR
Reading Program by Renaissance Learning was the preferred Reading benchmark test in
the target school district. The STAR Reading Test was used by teachers and academic
coaches to determine student grade level equivalents and appropriate interventions. The
scale scores provided through the administration of the STAR Reading Test tends to be a
more concise and accurate measure of a student's reading level as opposed to the
assigned grade level equivalencies. The grade level equivalency based on the
Standardized Test for Achievement of Reading (STAR) Reading Tests in STAR
represented a translation of a scale score with an accompanying range equivalency.
Procedures

Archival data were collected by a Central Office test administrator with the
authority to access student test data and release authority for research projects involving
student information. The test data administrator collected the teSt data for all eighth
grade students for the 2011 through 2012 school year and for the 2012 through

2013

'd d to the researcher as codified data without any
school year. Test score data were prov1 e
.
identification number or any other
identifying information such as student name or
.
d to any student or aroup of students or any
identifying markers which could be connecte
e,
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individual chool within the school district. Th d
e ata were provided to the researcher in a
spreadsheet fonnat. Complete anonymity for all students was strictly adhered to through
the efforts of the test data administrator and the codified test data provided to the
researcher.
Test data for all students were tracked through the Standardized Test for
Achievement of Reading (STAR) Reading Tests which were randomly generated
numbers for students. However, the test numbers and all other possible student
identifiers were removed prior to the test data administrator at central office releasing the
archival data to the researcher. The tests were identified from the August pre-test and
May post-test administration dates. The archival data for the May tests were then
compared using a post-hoc t-test to detennine if there was a statistically significant
difference in scale scores between the 2011 through 2012 school year and the 2012
through 2013 school year. Archival data of scale scores would be used to determine
student reading growth for the school year. To determine the growth, the researcher
subtracted the scale score of the pre-test from the scale score of the post-test. The growth
could be either a positive (gain) or a negative (loss) depending on the post-test scale
scores. The growth score could range between -1400 and 1400 since scale scores were
from Oto 1400.
An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was administered to determine if there
· ·
· gro wth scores between the two school years as
was a statistically s1gmficant
d1·f~1erence m
well as between extended time, and percentile rankings. If it was determined that a
.
. db t
the arowth scores then the researcher
statistically significant difference ex1ste e ween
e,
'
.
h t uld be used to determine the exact
would administer the appropnate t-te sts t a wo
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location of tatistical difference. All t · · l
s at1stica tests were conducted using the Microsoft
Excel 20 11 computer program with the XLS tat add-on and t -va1ues checked through the
charts avai lable in R. S. Witte and J.S . Witte (2010) Statistics.
Statistical Analyses

The researcher used a comparative t-test to determine significance in scale score
at p< .05 level of significance. An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was administered
to analyze the growth scores where statistical significance was based on a p< .05 alpha
level of statistical significance. If the Analysis of Variance (ANOV A) test determined
that a statistically significant difference existed in growth scores, then the researcher
would administer a comparative t-test to determine in which group of students the
statistical significance occurred. The student groups were allowable extended time for
special education, regular testing time limits, and original testing percentiles, lowest 25th
percentile, or upper 75th percentile, between the two school years or during the same
testing year.
Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to examine the data from pre-tests and post-tests
administered to eighth grade students from two different school years; 2011 through 12
and from the 2012 through 2013 school year, in order to determine effectiveness of the
county Block Reading Model based on the Big Block Reading Model. The county school
system from which the student test data was collected was a rural county in the Northern
.
h.
.
Test data for all eiahth arade students being taught
Middle Tennessee geograp 1c region.
b
b
in fi ve different schools were used for the analysis in this study. Student scale scores
from their pre-tests and post-tests were compar

ed usina at- Test to determine any
b
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tati ti all y ignifi ant difference between core from the two school years. Also,
tud nt grov.th wa examined u ing an Analysis of Variance (A OVA) to determine if
there were tati tically ignificant differences in student growth between the 20 11
through 2012 chool ear and the 20 12 through the 2013 school year, as well as within
the various tested student sub-groups . If a statistically significant difference was
indicated by the results of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test, then the appropriate
t-tests were administered on the data to determine the specific origin of the statistical
difference. All statistical analyses were conducted using the Microsoft Excel 2011
program with the XLStat add-on program. The results were compared to the charts in the
textbook, Statistics, by R. S. Witte and J.S. Witte (2010) .
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HAPTERIV
DATA ANALYSIS

Pre entation and Analysis of Data
The data analysis focused on eighth grade student tested scale scores from the

20 11 through the 2012 school year (N=855) and the 2012 through the 2013 school year
= 821 ). The students in the population used for the study were taught during the first
two years of the school system utilization of the Reading Model Framework. Scale
scores ranged from O to 1400. Scale scores were used to determine student growth by
subtracting their pre-test scale scores from their post-test scale scores. Student academic
growth could be seen as gains (positive numbers) or losses (negative scores) and could
range from -1400 to 1400.

Scale Scores
Null Hypothesis 1:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading scale score
based on the number of years using the Big Block Reading framework
The researcher conducted the first t-test on STAR Reading scale scores from May

2012 and May 2013 to determine any statistically significant difference at p> .OS
confidence level. Student reading scale scores ranged from Oto 1400. The results of the
. .
d ( - 0 7407' \ indicated that there was no statistically significant
t-test that was admm1stere t - 1
difference in scale scores between the

~

M

student test scores (N=82 1). There 1 ore,

ay

2012 test scores (N=855) and the May 2013

N 11 Hypothesis 1 there was no significant
u
'
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differ n e in tudent

aIe core ba ed on the num ber of years using the Reading

Framework, wa accepted at the p< .05 level of confidence.

Table 1

Whole Group Scale Scores/or 2011-20]2 and 2012-20 13 School Years

Year

N

M

SD

20 11-2012

_855

933.39

284.88

2012-2013

821

928.85

276.13

Growth scores

An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was administered on the student growth
scores comparing the data from the 2011-2012 school year to the data from the 20122013 school year. To achieve the growth score, the researcher subtracted the pre-test
scale score from the post-test scale score. The growth score could reflect a positive gain
score up to 1400 or negative gain score as low as -1400 (loss) since scale scores were set
from Oto 1400. The student growth scale scores were divided into various sub-groups
that were tested. The sub-groups were: whole group, allotted extended time, lower 25th
percentile on pre-test and upper 75th percentile on pre-test. The Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) test results indicated a statistically significant difference (F= 24.16189, F-Crit
" l .882213) between the groups tested. Based on the results, as reflected in Table 2 and
Table 3, a I-test was administered on the data to detennine the specific location where the
statisti call y significant difference between growth score groups occurred.
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Tabl 2

Summary of Student Growth Seo

Groups

fi

res or 2 011-2012 School Year

N

M

Sum

Whole Group

855

70.36374

60161

Allotted Extended Time

121

140.1157

16954

Regular Allotted Time

734

58.86512

43207

Lower 25 th Percentile

219

143.2557

31373

Upper 75 th Percentile

141

-81.5319

-11496

Table 3

Summary of Student Growth Scores for 2012-2013 School Year

N

M

Sum

Whole Group

821

75 .57734

60161

Allotted Extended Time

148

115.4595

16954

Regular Allotted Time

673

66.80684

43207

Lower 25 th Percentile

182

254.3626

31373

Upper 75 th Percentile

125

-101.8800

-11496

Groups

A I-test was administered on the growth data for the whole group from May of
2012 (N= 855) and May 2013 (N= 821) to determine whether any statistically significant
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difference e i ted. The alpha level for the t-test w
The re ult from th t-te t indicated that ther

as set at th e p> .05 confidence level.

. .
e was no statistically significant difference in

the growth core between the 20 11-201 2 school year, 201 2 (M=70.36, SD=280.47) and
the 2012-20 13 chool year, 20 13(M= 75 58 SD- 25
· '
- 5.64) scale scores t= 0.3972.

Null Hypothesis 2:
There will be no significant difference in student Read'mg 1eve1 growth after usmg
.
the Big Block Model in middle school Reading classes, was accepted.

ull Hypothesis 3:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on allowed use of extended time for special education students during testing
between the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-2013 school year.
A t-test was administered using the data for those students who were allotted
extended time as a part of their special education plan. The data from the 2011-2012
(N=l 21) school year was compared to the data from the 2012-2013 school year (N=l48).
The results (t= 0.7180) indicated that there was not a statistically significant difference in
the growth scores between the 2011 -2012 school year (M= 140.12, SD= 255 .77) and the
growth scores for the 2012-2013 school year (M= 115.46, SD= 260.03). The alpha level
for the t-test was set at the p> .05 confidence level. Null Hypothesis 3, There will be no
stati stically significant difference in student Reading growth based on allowed use of
extended time for special education students during testing between the 2011 -2012
school year and the 20 12-20 13 school year, was accepted.
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uJl H. poth e i 4:
There wi ll be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on usi ng regular allotted time between the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-

20 13 school year.

At-test was administered using the data for those students who used the regular
allotted time during the testing sessions. The data from the 2011-2012 school year was
compared to the data from the 2012-2013 school year. The results (t= 0.05611) indicated
that there was no statistically significant difference in the growth scores between the

2011-2012 school year (M= 58.87, SD= 275.09) and the 2012-2013 school year (M=
66.81 , SD= 254.02). The alpha level for the t-test was set at the p> .05 confidence level.
The null hypothesis, there will be no statistically significant difference in student reading
growth based on use of regular allotted time during testing between the two school years,
was accepted.

Null Hypothesis 5:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on using allowed extended time and those who used regular allotted time during
the same school year.
. . tere d on the student data to determine if there was a
Two t-tests were adm1rus
.
. student read"mg growth scores between the students
statistically significant difference
m
. reg ular allotted time during the same school
using extended time and the students usmg

°

.
f the test data between the students who were
year. Table 4 reflects the companson
given extended time and the students who were allotted the regular time for taking the
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te t for the 201 1-2012 school year and the 20 12-20 13 school year. For the 2011-12
school y ar. the results (t= .00296) indicated a statistically significant difference in
Reading growth between students using extended time (N= 121 ) and students using the
regular allotted time (N= 734). The results for the 2012-13 school year (t= .00210)
indicated a statistically significant difference in Reading growth between students using
extended time (N= 121 ) and those using the regular allotted time (N= 673). Therefore,
Null Hypothesis 5, there will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading

arowth based on using allowed extended time and those who used regular allotted time

0

during the same school year, was rejected.

Table 4

A Comparison of Student Test Data/or the 2011-2012 Scho~l Year and Test Data/or
the 2012-2013 School Year Based on Time Allotted/or Testing

2012-2013

2011-2012

Groups

N

M

SD

N

Extended Time

121

140.12

303.05

148

734

58.87

*p< .05 Level of Significance

115.46

SD

260.03

t= .00210*

t= .00296*
Regular Time

M

275.09

673

66.81

254.02
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Table 5

A Comparison of Student Test D at a fior the 2011 2012 S
the 2012-2013 School Year for St ud ents Testing
. ~in the Lower
chool 25th
YearPercentile
and Test Data fior

2011-2012
Groups

th

Lower 25
Percentile

2012-2013

N

M

SD

N

219

143 .26

255.77

182

M

254.36

855

70.36

18.50
t=.03491*

t= .04378*
Whole Group

SD

280.47

821

75.58

8.92

t= .00857*

*p< .05 Level of Significance

Null Hypothesis 6:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the lower 25th percentile between
the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-2013 school year.
The researcher administered t-tests on the student Reading growth data based on

the original testing percentiles for the 2011-2012 schoo1 year and the 2012-2013 schoo1
year within the same school year. The first /-test administered used the Reading growth
scores for the lower 25th percentile as ranked by pre-test scores. The first t-test was

administered as a comparison between the 20 I 1-2012 school year (M- I 43.2 6, SD255 .77) and the 2012-2013 (M-254.36, SD- 249.60) school year. The /-test results,
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t= .043 78, indicated that there was a statistical]
scores. Based on the results of the t-test

. .
.
.
y s1gmficant difference m Reading growth

1 ~
resu ts irom the comparison of the data as

indicated in Table 5, Null Hypothesis 6 th
. b
. .
' ere w1 11 e no statistically significant
difference in student Reading growth based

· ·
•
on ongma1 testmg percentile level for

students in the lower 25th percentile between the 2011 20 12 h
.
sc ool year and the 20122013 school year, was rejected.

Null Hypothesis 7:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the lower 25th percentile and the
group as a whole during the same school year.
To determine whether statistical significance in the growth scores existed for the
group as a whole, t-tests were administered on the lower 25th percentile of growth scores
in comparison to the group as a whole during the same school year. Table 5 reflects the
test data showing statistical significance. For the 2011-2012 school year, the statistical
results (t= .03491) indicated that a statistically significant difference existed between the
Reading growth scores for students in the lower 25th percentile and the group as a whole.
The results for the 2012-2013 school year test data indicated that the I-test results

(t= .00857) also reflected a statistically significant difference between the Reading
growth scores for students in the lower 25th percentile and the group as a whole. The null
hypothesis, there will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
·
1 I.'.
d t · the lower 25th percentile and the
based on original testing percentile leve 1or stu en s m
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group a a whole during the same scl100 J

•

year, was reJected based on the data from the

resulting t-tests that are indicated in Table 5.

Null Hypothesis 8:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original _testing percentile level for students in the upper 75th percentile between
the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-2013 school year.
The researcher conducted t-tests on growth data from the scores for students who
originally tested in the upper 75th percentile. The first t-test administered was between
the two school years, 2011-2012 (M= -81.53, SD= 264.50) and 2012-2013 (M= -101.88,
SD=205.15). The results (t=.06946) indicated that there was no statistically significant
difference. Therefore, the null hypothesis, there will be no statistically significant
difference in student Reading growth based on original testing percentile level for
students in the upper 75th percentile between the 2011-2012 school year and the 20122013 school year is accepted.

Null Hypothesis 9:
There will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
. leve1 fior st udent s 111
· the upper 75th percentile and the
based on original testing percentile
group as a whole during the same school year.
To determine whether any statistically significant differences existed in the
·1 I I fi r students in the upper 75% as
student Reading growth based on the percenti e eve s 0
. .stered was on the student test data for
compared to the entire group, a t-te st was admim
.
was made between the upper 75th
the 20 11-2012 school year where a companson
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percentile and the grade as a whole. The results (t= .00600) indicated that a stati stically
significant different existed when making thi s comparison. The t-test conducted on the
student test data for the 2012-2013 school year where a comparison was made between
the upper 75th percentile and the grade as a whole, resulted (t= .00740) in a statistically
significant difference for this tested area as well (see Table 6). Therefore, the null
hypothesis, there will be no statistically significant difference in student Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the upper 75th percentile and the
group as a whole during the same school year was rejected.

Table 6

A Comparison of Student Test Data f or the 2011-2012 School Y~:r and T~st Data / or
the 2012-2013 School Year for Students Testing in the Upper 75 Percentile

2012-2013

2011-2012
Groups

Upper 75 th
Percentile

N

M

141

-81.53

SD

N

M

SD

264.50

125

-101.88

205 .15

t= .00740*

t=.00600*
Whole Group

855

70.36

280.47

821

75 .58

8.92
t=.06946

,;,p< .05 Level of Statistical Significance
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Table 7
A Comparison of Student Test D ata fior the 2011 201
the 2012-2013 School Year between Stude
- . 2_School Year and Test Data for
the Lower 2511i Percentile
nts Testing zn the Upper 75'" Percentile and

2012-2013

2011-2012
Groups

Lower 25 th
Percentile

N

M

SD

N

M

219

143.26

255 .77

182

254.36

264.50

-81.53

141

18.50

t= .01318*

t= .00803*

Upper 75 th
Percentile

SD

125

-101.88

205.15

*p< .05 Level of Statistical Significance

Null Hypothesis 10:
There will be no statisticall significant difference in tudent Reading growth
based on original testing percentile level for students in the lo,,er Yth p rcentile and the
upper 75th percentile during the same school ear.
The last t-test, as indicated in Table 7 was administered to compare Reading
growth scores based on the original testing percentile le els for student in the upper 75th
percentile with the ori ainal testina percentiles for the students in the lower 25th percentile
0

0

during the same school year. The results from the 2011 -2012 school year, F .00803,
indicated a statistically significant difference in Reading growth between the upper 75th
percentile and the lower 25th percentile. From the 2012-2013 school year, the test results
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(t= .0 13 1 ) al o indicated a statistically significant d' ffi
.
.
I erence m reading growth between
the upper 75th percenti le and the lower 25th

percent! 1e. Therefore, Null Hypothesis 10,

there will be no statistically significant differenc · tud
.
e m s ent Readmg growth based on
original testing percentile level for students in the 1
2S h
•
ower t percentile and the upper
75th percenti le during the same school year, was rejected.

Conclusion
The purpose ofthis study was to determine the effectiveness of a Northern Middle
Tennessee County school system's middle school Reading model based on the Big Block

Model. The study reviewed archival data from pre-tests and post-tests given to gth grade
students during the first two years of use with the new model, 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 .
Two forms of data were used for this study which included Reading scale scores and
Reading growth scores. The Reading growth score was determined by subtracting the
pre-test scale score from the post-test scale score. The growth could be reflected as
gains, positive numbers, or losses, negative numbers. Students could be grouped by
school year, use of extended testing time, use of regular testing time limits, as well as
being classified as part of the lower 25th percentile or part of the upper 75th percentile.
The first part of this study examined the scale scores and a t-test was used to
determine any statistically significant difference between the scale scores of the two
school years, 20l l-2012 and 2012-2013. The results indicated no statistically significant
difference between the scale scores of the two sc
Hypothesis was accepted.

h 00 1

s Therefore, the Null
year ·
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The econd part of the study exam· d d .::
me ata 1 rom student growth scores for the
two choolyears,20 11-201 2 and2012-20 13 asawhole
d
dd
,
gra e an ata grouped by use
of extended te ting time, regul ar testing limits lower 25th
-1 d
,
percen11 e an upper 75th
percentile. An Analysis of Variance (A OVA) was administered and the results
revealed a statistically significant difference in the growth scores. The follow up t-tests
conducted concluded that there no statistically significant differences existed in between
the student growth for the frrst year of the Reading model, 2011-2012, compared to the
second year, 2012-2013, in all sub-groups, with the exception of those who originally
tested in the lower 25th percentile. Subsequently, Null Hypotheses concerning no
statistically significant differences between the 2011 -201 2 and 2012-2013 school years
were accepted for the whole group, allowable extended time, regular testing time, and
those who originally tested in the upper 75th percentile. The Null Hypothesis was
rejected because no statistically significant difference in students originally testing in the
lower 25th percentile between the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 school years was reflected
in the statistical analyses. Comparative t-tests were conducted to examine the growth
data within each school year. Within each school year, results indicated a statistically
significant difference, allowing for all Null Hypotheses to be rejected.
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CHAPTERV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
With the transition to higher student R d' L .
ea mg exile levels required in the
Common Core State Standards, and the increased fi
h
• .
.
ocus on t e widening middle school
Reading gap, the

orthem Middle Tennessee School System, used for the purposes of

this study, moved to a new Reading model based on the Big Block Model. This new
Reading model included changing to a block-schedule for Lan guage Art s and d'ivi·d·mg
the Language Arts block into dedicated sections of instruction. The sections included
comprehension, writing, vocabulary and silent Reading with teacher/student
conferencing.
This study focused on the effectiveness of the new Block Reading Model during
the first two years of implementation, 2011-2012 and the 2012-2013 school years. The
first school year (2011-2012) that the Block Reading Model was used, the school district
implemented a bridge-to-practice format where teachers received continued training on
the use of the Reading model throughout the school year. Full implementation occurred
during the second school year (2012-2013). The researcher examined scale score data
collected during pre-tests and post-tests administered to all eighth grade students in the
school system using the STAR Reading Program by Renaissance Learning. The data
were used to determine if there were any statistically significant differences in scale
scores and Reading growth in various tested student groups. ·
.
d
hival data from pre-tests administered in August, and
'
Th e stu d y reviewe arc
. .
•ahth ade students during the first two
post-tests, admini stered in late Apnl , given to eio
gr
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y ar of u

with the new model, 2011-2012 (N=855) and 20 12-2013 (N= 821 ). Two

fo nn of data wer u ed fo r this study whi h · l d d
•
c me u e Readmg scale scores and Reading
growth core . The scale score provided as a result of administering the STAR Reading
test was a more accurate gage of student Reading level than th

· d
d
e ass1gne gra e level

equivalent. The ~ade level equivalent in STAR was a translation of a scale score within
a given range. Reading growth was determined by subtracting the pre-test scale score
from the post-test scale score. The growth could be listed as gains, positive numbers, or
losses, negative numbers. Students could be grouped by school year, use of extended
testing time limits, and use of regular testing time limits, those students who originally
tested in the lower 25th percentile and those students who originally tested in the upper
75th percentile. Scale scores were compared between the two school years for each
group of eighth graders as a whole. Reading growth was also compared between the two
school years for each group of eighth graders as a whole. Then the various testing groups
were compared within each individual school year. Student demographic information
was unavailable for this study.

Scale Score
At the end of the 2011-2012 school year, the scale score Mean was 933.39
(N=855) for the eighth graders that were a part of this study. The Mean for May teS t for
the 2012-2013 school year was 928.85 (N=821). The Mean for th e 2012 -2013 school
•
hool year (2011-2012). The Mean
year reflected a decrease of 4.54 over the previous sc
. .
• 'ficant or observable difference. When
between the two May tests did not md1cate a sigru
.
h was able to detennine that there was
the t-test (t= .07407) was concluded, the researc er
.
.
d'n scale score for the two school years
no statistically significant difference m the Rea 1 g
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(20 11-20 12 and 20 12-2013 ). Thi result was very much similar to the findings in the
tudy of block- chedules conducted by Nichols (2005) Th fi
h
.
ere ore, t e researcher
concluded, based on the re ults, that there was no difference 1·n th R d'
e ea mg sea1e scores
fo r tudents after the first year with bridge-to-practice with the school system' s Block
Reading Model as compared to the results from the second school year of implementation
(2012-2013) and accepted the null hypothesis. The researcher also concluded that the
Block Reading Model was not necessarily effective in raising student Reading scale
scores during the second year of implementation as compared to the test score data for
first year. The researcher wondered if the appropriate t-tests are administered on the
student data based upon a school-by-school basis, would the data exhibit a similar pattern
as Nichols' (2005) study, where schools with lower student achievement continued to
have lower student achievement. Additional studies should be conducted on a school-byschool basis to determine if some students are achieving at a higher level.

Growth data - Comparing between School Years
With the administration of the t-tests on the student scale scores for the two
school years, 2011-2012 and 2012-2013, where there was no statiSt ically significant
differences ascertained based on the test data and t-tests , it could be assumed that the
.
.
d t owth scores between the two school
same conclusions are appropnate with stu en gr
h
h administered t-tests for
years (2011-2012 and 2012-2013) as well. T e researc er
comparison on student growth scores from
(2011-2012 and 2012-2013).

the whole aroup between the two school years
b
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Table 8

Summary of Student Growth Scores/or 2011-2012 School Year

Groups

N

M

Sum

Whole Group

855

70.36374

60161

Allotted Extended Time

121

140.1157

16954

Regular Allotted Time

734

58.86512

43207

Lower 25 th Percentile

219

143.2557

31373

Upper 75 th Percentile

141

-81.5319

-11496

Table 9

Summary of Student Growth Scores for 2012-2013 School Year

N

M

Sum

Whole Group

821

75.57734

60161

Allotted Extended Time

148

115.4595

16954

Regular Allotted Time

673

66.80684

43207

Lower 25 th Percentile

182

254.3626

31373

Upper 75 th Percentile

125

-101.8800

-11496

Groups
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wa true

ith the t-te ts on the

tud nt growth cor

indicated that there

ca1e scores, the t-tests administered on the
. .
was no statist1cally significant difference

b tween the two chool years. This pattern continued through the administration of all
subsequent t-te ts for use of extended time limits

, use

O

f

.
. .
regular time luruts, and

originall y testing in the upper 75th percentile (See Table 8 and Table ).
9
The f-test for growth in the sub-group of orioinally t 1· · h 1
e
es mg m t e ower 25th
percentile was contrary to the trend. The t-test (t=- .004378) for this data revealed a
statistically significant difference between the 2011-2012 school year and the 2012-2013
school year. While reviewing the test data, the researcher concluded there was an
extreme statistically significant difference with a P value less than 0.01 (t= .00857). The
Mean for the Reading level growth during 2012-13 school year was 111.1 0 points higher
than the previous year. The researcher also observed in this trend that fewer scale scores
were reported in this subgroup, meaning that fewer students were originally tested in the
lower 25th percentile during the second year of implementation (2012-2013). Further
research should be conducted to determine if this trend continues in subsequent years. If
fewer students continue to test in the lower 25th percentile group, it would be a good
indication of program effectiveness. This is due to the fact that most of these students
read well below their grade level or their expected level of performance.
The researcher determined that the data analysis with both the Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) and the t-tests, offered sufficient justification to accept th e Null
.
th two school years for: whole groups,
Hypothesis pertaining to the comparison between e
.
.
d . ·nally testino0 in the upper 75th
allowed extended time, regular testing time an ongi
percentile. The researcher concluded that the Bloc

k Readino0 Model was not effective in
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rai in

tud nt R ading le

,ear fi r mo

I r wth ba ed on a co

.
mpanson between the two school

t tud nt . In fact aft r the adoption and use of the Block R

high r a rue ing tudent
Reading level lo e .

ho original tested in the upper

d' M
ea mg odel,

.
percenti1e developed
tudents who were taught under the Blo k R d'
c ea mg Model for
75

th

201 1-2012 and the 2012-2013 school years, did not produce test scores th t. d'
a m 1cated that
the use of the Block Reading Model made a statistically significant difference in student
Reading level growth. With the transition to a block schedule, Lawrence and McPherson
) 002) found that teachers were not teaching all aspects of the curriculum. The Reading
~owth loss for students who tested in the upper 75th percentile may indicate that there
ire significant transitioning problems that have to be addressed. This finding supports
he findings of Lawrence and McPherson (2002) who strongly suggested that there was a
.eed for more studies on the transition to a block-schedule.

:rowth Data - Comparing Within a School Year
While reviewing the information presented in Table 5, the researcher observed
. . the t-tests between the sub-groups
>me interesting trends in the data before b egmnmg
ithin the same school year. The first trend observed was the large variation in Mean
.
of the subgroups to the whole.
ores between the subgroups as well as a companson
. m
. the 1ower 25th percentile
.
. . all Y testmg
1e subgroups of use of extended time
and ongm
· 0 f the whole group Mean. The second
d Mean scores that were double or more the size
·1 b!IToup for both school years,
served trend was the data in the upper 75th percenti e su 0
l l-2O12 and 20 12-20 13, in which the Mean score

s were negative scores. This was a

.
wth for both school years.
ar indication that there was a loss in Readmg gro
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Th r sear her received confirmation f b
o o served trends with the data from the
administration of the !-tests. The fi rst group of t t· .
. .
s a istically sigruficant d'f-c
i 1erences was for
the compari on made between the groups, use of 11
d
.
a otte extended time for special
education and use of regular time limits. For both

h
sc oo1 years, 2011-2012 (t= .00296)

and 20 12-20 13 (t= .002 10), studentsusingtheallottedext d d •
. .
en e time had sigmficantly
higher Reading growth scores. From the t-tests results, the researcher concluded that
during both school years, 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 , the Block Reading Model was
effective for these students using extended time.
The researcher analyzed the student data for those who tested in the lower 25th
percentile. Based on analyses from the t-tests that from data taken during the school year
2011-2012, the t-test results were reflected as (t= .03491) and for the 2012-2013 school
year, the t-test results reflected a (t= .00857). Therefore, the researcher determined that
the Block Reading Model was effective for the students who originally tested in the lower
25th percentile during the school year. Based on the t-test (t= .04378) conducted between
the school years, the researcher concluded that the Block Reading Model was effective
based on the statistically significant t-test results for student growth, after two years of
using the Block Reading Model. The results of this t-test support the research conducted
by Paumbo and Sanacore (2009) which examined the strategies of guided Reading,
· mi'ddl e school Readin°0
vocabulary development, and use of authentic texts m
intervention.
For students testing in the upper 75th percen

t'le
Reading 0arowth was also
1
,

.
. .
. .
d'fferences existed in student data for
determmed to indicate that statistically sigmficant i
the upper 75th percentil e of students as compare

d to the whole 0aroup as well as those

-
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. . all t ting in th lo
ongin

r 25th percentil e. The Mean Reading growth from tests

.
in May of both chool years, 20 11-201 2 and 2012-2013 efl t d M
gJ\ en
, r ec e
ean scores of

(M== _g) .5319) for the 2011 -201 2 school year and a Mean score of (M== _

1,

10 88

) for the

2012-2013 chool year, w here each school year' s data reflected net losses as indicated by
the negative numbers generated. As illustrated in Figure 1, the researcher concluded that
the Block Reading Model appeared to be ineffective for students who originally tested in
the upper 75th percentile, as these students demonstrated a significant loss in comparison
th

to the other groups. The students in the 75 percentile had a greater loss than any other
subgroup within both school years. Their subgroup test scores also reported higher losses

in the second year over the first.

Table 10

'h l G u Extended-Time, Regular Time, Lower
Reading
Growth Bar Graph~~r W. 0 e. rfio 'P
_
and 012-2013 School Years
th
2
25 Percentile, and Upper 75 Percentile or 2011 2012

Reading growth
whole group

extended
t ime

regu lar time

Lower 25
percentile

Upper 75
percentile

300

250
200
150
100

■ 2011-12 School year

■ 2012-13 School year

so
0

-so
-100
-150

- - - - - - - · · · - ···----·-
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Any school district wishing to effectively incre

.
ase student Readmg level growth
in the subgroups of special education and lower achievin
g students, lower 25th percentile,
might choose to use the Big Block Model as a tool for thi
b
s goa1 ased on the data tested in
this study. The Block Reading Model used in the school sy t . th
.
s em m e Northern Middle
Tennessee County where the research for this study was conducted f~ t·
.
.
, e 1ec ive1y raised
Reading levels for these two subgroups during the two school years, 2011-20 12 and

2012-2013 , as compared to the whole group. The research concluded that the Block
Reading Model that was designed around the Big Block Model was most effective for the
students who originally tested in the lower 25th percentile and that student Reading
growth was statistically higher during the second year of implementation. This stud add
to the field of research on block-scheduling and instructional practices used during a
block-scheduled class. This study also adds to the field of research on the intervention
for struggling middle school readers and the use of multi-le el approache to Reading
intervention.

Recommendations

. Bl ock model onl on
Currently there are few, if any, studies on th e Big
. 1d
ects of best practices such a blockpractices within the model. The model me u es asp
s and inteQTated
writing and grammar
0

schedules, comprehension and vocabulary lesson ,
but further studies need to be conducted on th

e model itself. Because at the time of the

·1 ble or was incomplete WI"thin the
study student demoaraphic information was not avai a
'

C

. fi r the researcher to effective! compare
STAR testing program, it was not possible O
.

tudies completed, based on demographic
findings from the research study to other s

~

3

infnnnation . uch a. ethni it, and

- conomic tatu · Th e re earcher recommend
that th e . choo l di stri tu ed for the fi eld tud
complete the input of student demographic
in fo 1111ati on in the

T R pro gram , o that all tud

ents' demographic information

become readil y avail able. Future tudies are needed to examine and analyze the student
Reading a e ment data, a the student demographic information not available for
analysi s a a part of thi s study.
Implementation of any Reading program requires an adjustment period and the
study was part of the evaluation of a new program. Another study, a longitudinal
analysis. should be conducted after the model has been used for a longer period oftime.
Future studies would allow teachers time to adjust to having varied teaching methods and
differentiation structure within the class period. The research recommends the
development of teaching methods to help higher achieving students, those originally
testing in the upper 75th percentile, maintain student reading levels and making the Block
Reading Model effective for those students.
Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of a Northern Middle
Tennessee School System' s new Block Reading Model based on the Big Block Model
developed by Arens, Loman, Cunningham & Hall (2005). The model was firS t used
during the 2011-2012 school year which was a bridge-to-practice year with teachers
.
d d th
tinually providing additional
receiving training before the school year starte an
en con
d hool year 2012-2013, was a
training throughout the 2011-2012 school. Th e secon sc
'
.
.
B d on the t-tests conducted on the
school year of full classroom 1mplementat10n. ase
STAR Reading data co ll ected during the first two sc

h 00 l ears of implementation (2011Y

u

2012 and 20 12-201J). the re, ar her on lud d that the Bl
tl1

.

hool , ) . tern wa mo t effi ti

10 ,\ r 2: th p rcentil . Fir t, th

fi r tud

cor

en

t

k
c Reading Model u ed by

I
w 10 w re originally in testing in the

ind icated ome tatistically significant gains in

the . cond y ar of implem ntation over the first year. Secondly, the scores reflected
tati tically ignificant diffi rence when comparing the data for the whole group scores
as well as tudent te ting in the upper 75th percentile group.
The re earcher recommends further study of the current Block Reading Model in
the school system that was the focus of this study, as well as additional study and analysis

of the effectiveness of the Big Block Model. It is also recommended that the school
system complete and maintain comprehensive demographic data within the STAR
Read ing Program to assess the effectiveness of the Block Reading Model using the
avai lable data for ethnicities, socio-economic status, and gender. This would allow the
study to be comparable in scope and validity with other studies conducted on similar
data.
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RE: Study 13-057: Block reading model and framework based on B" Bl k M d 1·
. I vels
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o e and student
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Dear Tonj Hamlin,
Thank you for your recent submission to the IRB. We appreciate your cooperation with the
human research review process.

This is to confirm that study 13-057: Block reading model and framework based on Bi 11 Block
Model and student reading levels, was reviewed and it was determined that it qualifies for
exemption from further review and has been approved.
Exemption is granted under the Common Rule 45 CFR 46.101 (b) (4);--t:be research involves only
the use of existing data and the data is recorded in such a manner that the subjects cannot be
identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects.
·
You may conduct your study as described in your application, effective immediately. IRB
requests a closed study report for study 13-057 to be submitted to irb@apsu.edu on or before
11/19/2014.
Please note that any changes to the study have the potential for changing the exempt status of
your study, and must be promptly repmted and approved. Some changes may be appro~ed by .
expeclited review; others require full board review. You are required to rep~rt compl~t.J.on of this
study within one calendar year. If you have any questions or require further infonnat10n, you can
contact me by phone (931-221-6106) or email (shepherdo@apsu.edu ).
Again, thank you for your cooperation with the APSU IRB and the human research review
process.
Sincerely,
/
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Omie Shepherd, Chair

Austin Peay Institutional Review Board
Cc: Dr. Gary Stewart
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Appendix B
Permission from school district to conduct study
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Stewart, Gary
FW: approval
image001 .jpg ; image002.png

· ·nal Message----C b. " b
l
b'
front "Beverly or m < ever y.cor . m@rcstn.net>
sent Monday_,February 10, 2014 10:53am

_____ Qngi

To: ~hn@rcstn.net
subject: approval

Your request for STAR reading data project has been approved, alld you may begin per Dr.
Cash. The request will still be a part of the consent agenda at the March 3 Board meeting.
ie-ve,rl~ "B,. 617rhn
Director of Schools Office
"How beautiful a day can be when kindness touches it" George Elliston
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Robertson County Schools
212 1 Woodland Street
Springfield, Tennessee 37172
615 .3B4. 5588 FAX 615.384.9749
website : www.rcstn.net
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Appendix C
Middle School Reading Framework
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--- Rob ertson County Middle Schoo I Reading
. Fr
amework--Common Core State Stand
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics
/
ards
.
Vocab ulary
/ Ff
/
Comprehensi on (30 M in utes ) - 1/3 literatu re 2/3 C
uency
Comprehension
f
.
,
ontent Text and I f
.
Be ore:
Prior knowledge vocabu la
.
n ormat1onal Text
,
ry, connections pre dictions
. .
Use sel ected text to support inst f
,
, questioning (whole group)
.
. .
rue JOn of grammar skills
During:
Inferring, clari fying, vocabulary in context emb d
.
. .
,
e grammar SPls dur"
d.
pred1ct 1ons, questioning (small group) .
ing rea mg, continue .
Book Clubs/Literature Circles
After:

Su mmarizing, evaluat ing, application (whole group -: sma II group)
. .

---Cite. textual
.
. evidence daily·' steady and .intent"ion a1increase
of text ·.

Working With Words (15 Minutes)

•

Word Wall Optio ns
Greek-Latin words

•

•
•

Spe ll ing Patterns
High-Freque ncy Words

•
•

•

Tennessee Aca demic Vocabulary

•
•
•

12 Powerful Wo rds

·

Noted Resources

•

• . Prefixes, Suffixes

I · (

comp ex,ty see CCSS Appendix BJ

The Teacher's Guide t o Big Blocks, p. 192-95
Bringing Words to Life: Robust Vocabulary
Instruction by Isa.be! Beck and others
Tent1_essee Academ ic Vocabulary (strategies)
jc-schools.net/powerfulwords/12powerfulwords.ppt
htt12:LL12odcast.rcstn.netLrla
htt12:LLic-schools.netLtutorialsLvocabLstrategies.html

-Tier One, Tier Two, Tier Three Vocabulary Words

I

Writing (25 Minutes)

•

M ini-lesson on gramm ar lesson fro m pacing guide (10-15min.); ca n be used as a bell.~ringer, etc .

•

Stu dent choice Uo urna l writing)

•
•
•

Writi ng arg uments, informative/explanat ory t exts, and narratives
Confe rencing rega rding writing (d uring SSR)
Sharing of writing, demonstrating command of the conventions of grammar ·

- Writing based on text required weekly
Self-Selected Reading/Data Sharing (15-20 Minutes)
• REQU IRED! Co nfere ncing at least once a week with every student; should also share data (STAR,
Discovery Educati on, Common Assessments ) and .writing during this time (2-4 min. per student)

•

Read aloud to students weekly - t eacher lead from different genres, topics arid authors {5-8 min.)

•

Stude nt-se lecte d reading (AR book, fict ion, nonfict ion material, magazine, brochures)

~

•

Complete daily rea ding log (The Teacher's Guide to Big Blocks, p. 37-41)
Quick Writes: a response t o the reading (1-3 min., Th e Teacher's Guide to Big Blocks, p. 37)
Option : a mini-lesson on how to select a book and strategies t hat effective readers use

Option: student sharing what has been read, such as a book commercial

1

Evaluation
Synthesis
Applicatio n I Ana lysis
Knowledge
Comprehens ion
Al a minimum, this should occur no less than twice per 9 weeks as noted in Pacing Guides.
Cl ose Rea ding with Com plex Text
See attached Close Readino Protocol

I

I

- Times listed should serve as a guide for instruction.

I
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